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Glossary

Normal form procedure This is the stepwise ‘simplifica-
tion’ by changes of coordinates, of the Taylor series at
an equilibrium point, or of similar series at periodic or
quasi-periodic solutions.

Preservation of structure The normal form procedure is
set up in such a way that all coordinate changes pre-
serve a certain appropriate structure. This applies to
the class of Hamiltonian or volume preserving sys-
tems, as well as to systems that are equivariant or re-
versible with respect to a symmetry group. In all cases
the systems may also depend on parameters.

Symmetry reduction The truncated normal form often
exhibits a toroidal symmetry that can be factored out,
thereby leading to a lower dimensional reduction.

Perturbation theory The attempt to extend properties of
the (possibly reduced) normal form truncation, to the
full system.

Definition of the Subject

Nonlinear dynamical systems are notoriously hard to
tackle by analytic means. One of the few approaches that
has been effective for the last couple of centuries, is Pertur-
bation Theory. Here systems are studied, which in an ap-
propriate sense, can be seen as perturbations of a given sys-
tem with ‘well-known’ dynamical properties. Such ‘well-
known’ systems usually are systems with a great amount
of symmetry (like integrable Hamiltonian systems [1]) or
very low-dimensional systems. The methods of Perturba-
tion Theory then try to extend the ‘well-known’ dynamical
properties to the perturbed system. Methods to do this are
often based on the Implicit Function Theorem, on normal
hyperbolicity [85,87] or on Kolmogorov–Arnold–Moser
theory [1,10,15,18,38].

To obtain a perturbation theory set-up, normal form
theory is a vital tool. In its most elementary form it
amounts to ‘simplifying’ the Taylor series of a dynamical
system at an equilibrium point by successive changes of
coordinates. The lower order truncation of the series of-
ten belongs to the class of ‘well-known’ systems and by
the Taylor formula the original system then locally can
be viewed as a perturbation of this ‘well-known’ trunca-
tion, that thus serves as the ‘unperturbed’ system. More
involved versions of normal form theory exist at periodic
or quasi-periodic evolutions of the dynamical system.

Introduction

We review the formal theory of normal forms of dynam-
ical systems at equilibrium points. Systems with contin-
uous time, i. e., of vector fields, or autonomous systems
of ordinary differential equations, are considered exten-
sively. The approach is universal in the sense that it applies
to many cases where a structure is preserved. In that case
also the normalizing transformations preserve this struc-
ture. In particular this includes the Hamiltonian and the
volume preserving case as well as cases that are equivari-
ant or reversible with respect to a symmetry group. In all
situations the systems may depend on parameters. Related
topics are being dealt with concerning a vector field at a pe-
riodic solution or a quasi-periodic invariant torus as well
as the case of a diffeomorphism at a fixed point. The paper
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is concluded by discussing a few non-formal aspects and
some applications.

Motivation

The term ‘normal form’ is widely used inmathematics and
its meaning is very sensitive for the context. In the case of
linear maps from a given vector space to itself, for exam-
ple, one may consider all possible choices of a basis. Each
choice gives a matrix-representation of a given linear map.
A suitable choice of basis now gives the well-known Jordan
canonical form. This normal form, in a simple way dis-
plays certain important properties of the linear map, con-
cerning its spectrum, its eigenspaces, and so on.

Presently the concern is with dynamical systems, such
as vector fields (i. e., systems of autonomous ordinary dif-
ferential equations), or diffeomorphisms. The aim is to
simplify these systems near certain equilibria and (quasi-
periodic) solutions by a proper choice of coordinates. The
purpose of this is to better display the local dynamical
properties. This normalization is effected by a stepwise
simplification of formal power series (such as Taylor se-
ries).

Reduction of Toroidal Symmetry

In a large class of cases, the simplification of the Taylor se-
ries induces a toroidal symmetry up to a certain order, and
truncation of the series at that order gives a local approx-
imation of the system at hand. From this truncation we
can reduce this toroidal symmetry, thereby also reducing
the dimension of the phase space. This kind of procedure
is reminiscent of the classical reductions in classical me-
chanics related to the Noether Theorem, compare with [1],
� Dynamics of Hamiltonian Systems.

This leads us to a first perturbation problem to be con-
sidered. Indeed, by truncating and factoring out the torus
symmetry we get a polynomial system on a reduced phase,
and one problem is how persistent this system is with re-
spect to the addition of higher order terms. In the case
where the system depends on parameters, the persistence
of a corresponding bifurcation set is of interest.

In many examples the reduced phase space is 2-dimen-
sional where the dynamics is qualitatively determined by
a polynomial and this perturbation problem can be han-
dled by Singularity Theory. In quite a number of cases the
truncated and reduced system turns out to be structurally
stable [67,86].

A Global Perturbation Theory

When returning to the original phase space we consider
the original system as a perturbation of the de-reduced

truncation obtained so far. In the ensuing perturbation
problem, several types of resonance can play a role.

A classical example [2,38] occurs when in the reduced
model a Hopf bifurcation takes place and we have reduced
by a 1-torus. Then in the original space generically a Hopf–
Neı̆mark–Sacker bifurcation occurs, where in the parame-
ter space the dynamics is organized by resonance tongues.
In cases where we have reduced by a torus of dimension
larger than 1, we are dealing with quasi-periodic Hopf bi-
furcation, in which the bifurcation set gets ‘Cantorized’ by
Diophantine conditions, compare with [6,15,21,38]. Also
the theory of homo- and heteroclinic bifurcations then is
of importance [68].

We use the two perturbation problems as a motivation
for the Normal Form Theory to be reviewed, for details,
however, we just refer to the literature. For example, com-
pare with� Perturbation Theory and references therein.

The Normal Form Procedure

The subject of our interest is the simplification of the Tay-
lor series of a vector field at a certain equilibrium point.
Before we explore this, however, let us first give a conve-
nient normal form of a vector field near a non-equilibrium
point.

Theorem 1 (Flow box [81]) Let the C1 vector field X on
Rn be given by ẋ D f (x) and assume that f (p) ¤ 0. Then
there exists a neighborhood of p with local C1 coordinates
y D (y1; y2; : : : ; yn), such that in these coordinates X has
the form

ẏ1 D 1
ẏ j D 0 ;

for 2 � j � n.

Such a local chart usually is called a flowbox and the above
theorem the Flowbox Theorem. A proof simply can be
given using a transversal local C1 section that cuts the
flow of the vector field transversally. For the coordinate
y1 then use the time-parametrization of the flow, while the
coordinates yj, for 2 � j � n come from the section, com-
pare with, e. g., [81].

Background, Linearization

The idea of simplification near an equilibrium goes back
at least to Poincaré [69], also compare with Arnold [2].
To be definite, we now let X be a C1 vector field on Rn ,
with the origin as an equilibrium point. Suppose thatX has
the form ẋ D Ax C f (x); x 2 Rn , where A is linear and
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where f (0) D 0;D0 f D 0. The first idea is to apply succes-
sive C1 changes of coordinates of the form IdC P, with P
a homogeneous polynomial of degree m D 2; 3; : : :, ‘sim-
plifying’ the Taylor series step by step.

The most ‘simple’ form that can be obtained in this
way, is where all higher order terms vanish. In that case
the normal form is formally linear. Such a case was treated
by Poincaré, and we shall investigate this now.

Wemay even assume to work onCn , for simplicity as-
suming that the eigenvalues of A are distinct. A collection
 D (1; : : : ; n) of points in C is said to be resonant if
there exists a relation of the form

s D hr; i ;

for r D (r1; : : : ; rn) 2 Zn , with rk � 0 for all k and withP
rk � 2. The order of the resonance then is the number

jrj D
P

rk . The Poincaré Theorem now reads

Theorem 2 (Formal linearization [2,69]) If the (distinct)
eigenvalues1; : : : ; n of A have no resonances, there exists
a formal change of variables x D y C O(jyj2), transform-
ing the above vector field X, given by

ẋ D Ax C f (x)

to

ẏ D Ay :

We include a proof [2], since this will provide the basis for
almost all further considerations.

Proof The formal power series x D y C O(jyj2) is ob-
tained in an inductive manner. Indeed, for m D 2; 3; : : :
a polynomial transformation x D y C P(y) is constructed,
with P homogeneous of degree m, which removes the
terms of degreem from the vector field. At the end we have
to take the composition of all these polynomial transfor-
mations.

1. The basic tool for the mth step is the following. Let v
be homogeneous of degree m, then if the vector fields
ẋ D Ax C v(x)C O(jxjmC1) and ẏ D Ay are related
by the transformation x D y C P(y) with P also homo-
geneous of degreem, then

DxPAx � AP(x) D v(x) :

This relation usually is called the homological equation,
the idea being to determine P in terms of v: by this
choice of P the term v can be transformed away.

The proof of this relation is straightforward. In fact,

ẋ D (IdC DyP)Ay

D (IdC DyP)A(x � P(x)C O(jxjmC1))

D Ax C fDxPAx � AP(x)g C O(jxjmC1) ;

where we used that for the inverse transformation we
know y D x � P(x)C O(jxjmC1).

2. For notational convenience we introduce the linear op-
erator adA, the so-called adjoint operator, by

adA(P)(x) :D DxPAx � AP(x) ;

then the homological equation reads adA(P) D v. So
the question is reduced to whether v is in the im-
age of the operator adA. It turns out that the eigen-
values of adA can be expressed in those of A. If
x1; x2; : : : ; xn are the coordinates corresponding to the
basis e1; e2; : : : ; en , again it is a straightforward compu-
tation to show that for P(x) D xr es , one has

adA(P) D (hr; i � s )P :

Here we use the multi-index notation xr D xr11 xr22
� � � xrnn . Indeed, for this choice of P one has AP(x) D
sP(x), while

@xr

@x
Ax D

X

j

r j
x j

xr j x j D hr; ixr :

We conclude that the monomials xr es are eigenvectors
corresponding to the eigenvalues hr; i � s . We con-
clude that the operator adA is semisimple, since it has
a basis of eigenvectors. Therefore, if ker adAD 0, the
operator is surjective. This is exactly what the non-res-
onance condition on the eigenvalues of A amounts to.
More precisely, the homological equation adA(P) D v
can be solved for P for each homogeneous part v of de-
greem, provided that there are no resonances up to or-
derm.

3. The induction process now runs as follows. For m � 2,
given a form

ẋ D Ax C vm(x)C O(jxjmC1) ;

we solve the homological equation

adA(Pm) D vm ;

then carrying out the transformation x D y C Pm(y).
This takes the above form to

ẏ D Ay C wmC1(y)C O(jyjmC2) :

The composition of all the polynomial transformations
then gives the desired formal transformation. �
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Remark

� It is well-known that the formal series usually diverge.
Here we do not go into this problem, for a brief discus-
sion see below.

� If resonances are excluded up to a finite orderN, we can
linearize up to that order, so obtaining a normal form.

ẏ D Ay C O(jyjNC1) :

In this case the transformation can be taken as a poly-
nomial.

� If the original problem is real, but with the matrix A
having non-real eigenvalues, we still can keep all trans-
formations real by also considering complex conjugate
eigenvectors.

We conclude this introduction by discussing two further
linearization theorems, one due to Sternberg and the other
to Hartman–Grobman. We recall the following for a vec-
tor field X(x) D Ax C f (x), x 2 Rn , with 0 as an equilib-
rium point, i. e., with f (0) D 0;D0 f D 0. The equilibrium
0 is hyperbolic if the matrix A has no purely imaginary
eigenvalues. Sternberg’s Theorem reads

Theorem 3 (Smooth linearization [82]) Let X and Y be
C1 vector fields on Rn , with 0 as a hyperbolic equilibrium
point. Also suppose that there exists a formal transforma-
tion (Rn ; 0)! (Rn ; 0) taking the Taylor series of X at 0
to that of Y. Then there exists a local C1-diffeomorphism
˚ : (Rn ; 0)! (Rn ; 0), such that ˚�X D Y.

We recall that ˚�X(˚(x)) D Dx˚X(x). This means
that X and Y are locally conjugated by ˚ , the evolution
curves of X are mapped to those of Y in a time-preserving
manner. In particular Sternberg’s Theorem applies when
the conclusion of Poincaré’s Theorem holds: for Y just
take the linear part Y(x) D Ax(@/@x).

Combining these two theorems we find that in the hy-
perbolic case, under the exclusion of all resonances, the
vector field X is linearizable by a C1-transformation. The
Hartman–Grobman Theoremmoreover says that the non-
resonance condition can be omitted, provided we only
want a C0-linearization.

Theorem 4 (Continuous linearization e. g., [67]) Let X
be a C1 vector field on Rn, with 0 as a hyperbolic equi-
librium point. Then there exists a local homeomorphism
˚ : (Rn ; 0) ! (Rn ; 0), locally conjugating X to its linear
part.

Preliminaries from Differential Geometry

Before we develop a more general Normal Form Theory
we recall some elements from differential geometry. One

central notion used here is that of the Lie derivative. For
simplicity all our objects will be of classC1 . Given a vector
field X we can take any tensor � and define its Lie-deriva-
tive LX� with respect to X as the infinitesimal transforma-
tion of � along the flow of X. In this way LX� becomes
a tensor of the same type as � . To be more precise, for �
a real function f one so defines

LX f (x) D X( f )(x) D d f (X)(x) D
d
dt

ˇ̌
ˇ
ˇ
tD0

f (Xt(x)) ;

i. e., the directional derivative of f with respect to X. Here
Xt denotes the flow of X over time t. For � a vector field Y
one similarly defines

LXY(x) D
d
dt

ˇ̌
ˇ
ˇ
tD0

(X�t)�Y(x)

D lim
t!0

1
t
f(X�t)�Y(x) � Y(x)g

D lim
h!0

1
h
fY(x) � (Xh)�Y(x)g ;

and similarly for differential forms, etc. Another central
notion is the Lie-brackets [X;Y] defined for any two vector
fields X and Y onRn by

[X;Y]( f ) D X(Y( f )) � Y(X( f )) :

Here f is any real function on Rn while, as before, X(f )
denotes the directional derivative of f with respect to X.

We recall the expression of Lie-brackets in coordi-
nates. If X is given by the system of differential equations
ẋ j D Xj(x), with 1 � j � n, then the directional deriva-
tive X(f ) is given by X( f ) D

Pn
jD1 Xj@ f /@x j . Then, if

[X;Y] is given by the system ẋ j D Zj(x), for 1 � j � n,
of differential equations, one directly shows that

Zj D

nX

kD1

�
Xk
@Yj

@xk
� Yk

@Xj

@xk

�
:

Here Yj relates to Y as Xj does to X. We list some useful
properties.

Proposition 5 (Properties of the Lie-derivative [81])

1. LX(Y1 C Y2) D LXY1 C LXY2 (linearity overR)
2. LX( f Y) D X( f ) � Y C f � LXY (Leibniz rule)
3. [Y ; X] D �[X;Y] (skew symmetry)
4. [[X;Y]; Z] C [[Z; X];Y] C [[Y ; Z]; X] D 0 (Jacobi

identity)
5. LXY D [X;Y]
6. [X;Y] D 0, Xt ı Ys D Ys ı Xt
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Proof The first four items are left to the reader.
5. The equality LXY D [X;Y] can be proven by ob-

serving the following. Both members of the equality are
defined intrinsically, so it is enough to check it in any
choice of (local) coordinates. Moreover, we can restrict
our attention to the set fxjX(x) ¤ 0g. By the Flowbox
Theorem 1 we then may assume for the component func-
tions of X that X1(x) D 1; Xj(x) D 0 for 2 � j � n. It is
easy to see that bothmembers of the equality now are equal
to the vector field Z with components

Zj D
@Yj

@x1
:

6. Remains the equivalence of the commuting relation-
ships. The commuting of the flows, by a very general ar-
gument, implies that the bracket vanishes. In fact, fixing t
we see that Xt conjugates the flow of Y to itself, which is
equivalent to (Xt)�Y D Y . By definition this implies that
LXY D 0.

Conversely, let c(t) D ((Xt)�Y)(p). From the fact that
LXY D 0 it then follows that c(t) � c(0). Observe that
the latter assertion is sufficient for our purposes, since it
implies that (Xt)�Y D Y and therefore Xt ı Ys D Ys ı Xt .
Finally, that c(t) is constant can be shown as follows.

c0(t) D lim
h!0

1
h
fc(t C h) � c(t)g

D lim
h!0

1
h
f((XtCh)�Y)(p) � ((Xt)�Y)(p)g

D (Xt)� lim
h!0

1
h
f((Xh)�Y)(X�t(p)) � Y(X�t(p))g

D (Xt)�LXY(X�t(p))
D (Xt)�(0)
D 0 :

�

‘Simple’ in Terms of an Adjoint Action

We now return to the setting of Normal Form Theory at
equilibrium points. So given is the vector field ẋ D X(x),
with X(x) D Ax C f (x); x 2 Rn , where A is linear and
where f (0) D 0, D0 f D 0. We recall that it is our general
aim to ‘simplify’ the Taylor series of X at 0.

However, we have not yet said what the word ‘simple’
means in the present setting. In order to understand what
is going on, we reintroduce the adjoint action associated
to the linear part A, defined on the class of all C1 vector
fields on Rn . To be precise, this adjoint action adA is de-
fined by the Lie-bracket

adA : Y 7! [A;Y] ;

where A is identified with the linear vector field ẋ D Ax. It
is easily seen that this fits with the notation introduced in
Theorem 2.

Let Hm(Rn) denote the space of polynomial vector
fields, homogeneous of degree m. Then the Taylor se-
ries of X can be viewed as an element of the productQ1

mD1 H
m(Rn). Also, it directly follows that adA induces

a linearmapHm(Rn)! Hm(Rn), to be denoted by admA.
Let

Bm :D im admA ;

the image of themap admA inHm(Rn). Then for any com-
plement Gm of Bm in Hm(Rn), in the sense that

Bm ˚ Gm D Hm(Rn) ;

we define the corresponding notion of ‘simpleness’ by re-
quiring the homogeneous part of degreem to be in Gm. In
the case of the Poincaré Theorem 2, since Bm D Hm(Rn),
we have Gm D f0g.

We now quote a theorem from Sect. 7.6.1. in Du-
mortier et al. [16]. Although its proof is very similar to the
one of Theorem 2, we include it here, also because of its
format.

Theorem 6 (‘Simple’ in terms of Gm [74,82]) Let X be
a C1 vector field, defined in the neighborhood of 0 2 Rn ,
with X(0) D 0 and D0X D A. Also let N 2 N be given
and, for m 2 N , let Bm and Gm be such that Bm ˚ Gm D

Hm(Rn). Then there exists, near 0 2 Rn, an analytic
change of coordinates ˚ : Rn ! Rn, with ˚(0) D 0, such
that

˚?X(y) D Ay C g2(y)C � � � C gN (y)C O(jyjNC1) ;

with gm 2 Gm, for all m D 2; 3; : : : ;N.

Proof We use induction on N. Let us assume that

X(x) D Ax C g2(x)C � � � C gN�1(x)C fN(x)

C O(jxjNC1) ;

with gm 2 Gm , for all m D 2; 3; : : : ;N � 1 and with f N
homogeneous of degree N.

We consider a coordinate change x D y C P(y),
where P is polynomial of degree N, see above. For any
such P, by substitution we get

(IdC DyP)ẏ D A(y C P(y))C g2(y)C � � �

C gN�1(y)C fN(y)C O(jyjNC1) ;
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or

ẏ D (IdC DyP)�1(A(y C P(y))C g2(y)

C � � � C gN�1(y)C fN(y)C O(jyjNC1))
D Ay C g2(y)C � � � C gN�1(y)C fN(y)C AP(y)

� DyPAy C O(jyjNC1) ;

using that (IdC DyP)�1 D Id � DyP C O(jyjN). We
conclude that the terms up to order N � 1 are unchanged
by this transformation, while the Nth order term becomes

fN(y) � adNA(P)(y) :

Clearly, a suitable choice of P will put this term inGN . This
is the present version of the homological equation as intro-
duced before. �

Remark For simplicity the formulations all are in the
C1-context, but obvious changes can bemade for the case
of finite differentiability. The latter case is of importance
for applications of Normal Form Theory after reduction
to a center manifold [85,87].

Torus Symmetry

As a special case let the linear part A be semisimple, in the
sense that it is diagonizable over the complex numbers. It
then directly follows that also admA is semisimple, which
implies that

im admA˚ ker admAD Hm(Rn) :

The reader is invited to provide the eigenvalues of admA in
terms of those of A, compare with the proof of Theorem 2.
In the present case the obvious choice for the complemen-
tary space defining ‘simpleness’ is Gm D ker admA. More-
over, the fact that the normalized, viz. simplified, terms gm
are in Gm by definition means that

[A; gm] D 0 :

This, in turn, implies that N-jet of ˚?X, i. e., the normal-
ized part of ˚?X, by Proposition 5 is invariant under all
linear transformations

exp tA; t 2 R

generated by A. For further reading also compare with
Sternberg [82], Takens [84], Broer [7,8] or [12].

More generally, let AD As C An be the Jordan canon-
ical splitting in the semisimple and nilpotent part. Then
one directly shows that admAD admAs C admAn is the

Jordan canonical splitting, whence, by a general argu-
ment [89] it follows that

im admAC ker admAs D Hm(Rn) ;

so where the sum splitting in general no longer is direct.
Now we can choose the complementary spaces Gm such
that

Gm � ker admAs ;

ensuring equivariance of the normalized part of˚?X, with
respect to all linear transformations

exp tAs ; t 2 R :

The choice of Gm can be further restricted, e. g., such that

Gm � ker admAs n im admAn � Hm(Rn) ;

compare with Van der Meer [88]. For further discussion
on the choice of Gm, see below.

Example (Rotational symmetry [84]) Consider the case
n D 2 where

AD As D

�
0 �1
1 0

�
:

So, the eigenvalues of A are ˙i and the transformations
exp tAs ; t 2 R, form the rotation group SO(2;R). From
this, we can arrive at once at the general format of the nor-
mal form. In fact, the normalized, Nth order part of ˚?X
is rotationally symmetric. This implies that, if we pass to
polar coordinates (r; '), by

y1 D r cos '; y2 D r sin' ;

the normalized truncation of ˚?X obtains the form

'̇ D f (r2)

ṙ D rg(r2) ;

for certain polynomials f and g, with f (0) D 1 and
g(0) D 0.

Remark

� A more direct, ‘computational’ proof of this result can
be given as follows, compare with the proof of Theo-
rem 2 and with [16,84,87]. Indeed, in vector field nota-
tion we can write

AD �x2
@

@x1
C x1

@

@x2

D i
�
z
@

@z
� z̄

@

@z̄

�
;
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where we complexified putting z D x1 C ix2 and use
the well-known Wirtinger derivatives

@

@z
D

1
2

�
@

@x1
� i

@

@x2

�
;
@

@z̄
D

1
2

�
@

@x1
C i

@

@x2

�
:

Now a basis of eigenvectors for admA can be found
directly, just computing a few Lie-brackets, compare
the previous subsection. In fact, it is now given by all
monomials

zk z̄l
@

@z
; and zk z̄l

@

@z̄
;

with k C ` D m. The corresponding eigenvalues are
i(k � ` � 1) viz. i(k � `C 1). So again we see, now by
a direct inspection, that admA is semisimple and that
we can take Gm D ker admA. This space is spanned by

(zz̄)r
�
z
@

@z
˙ z̄

@

@z̄

�
;

with 2r C 1 D m � 1, which indeed proves that the
normal form is rotationally symmetric.

� A completely similar case occurs for n D 3, where

A D As D

0

@
0 �1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

1

A :

In this case the normalized part in cylindrical coordi-
nates (r; '; z), given by

y1 D r cos '; y2 D r sin '; y3 D z ;

in general gets the axially symmetric form

'̇ D f (r2; z)

ṙ D rg(r2; z)

ż D h(r2; z) ;

for suitable polynomials f ; g and h.

As a generalization of this example we state the fol-
lowing proposition, where the normalized part exhibits
anm-torus symmetry.

Proposition 7 (Toroidal symmetry [84]) Let X be a C1

vector field, defined in the neighborhood of 0 2 Rn , with
X(0) D 0 and where AD D0X is semisimple with the
eigenvalues ˙i!1;˙i!2; : : : ;˙i!m and 0. Here 2m � n.
Suppose that for given N 2 N and all integer vectors
(k1; k2; : : : ; km),

1 �
mX

jD1

jk jj � N C 1)
mX

jD1

k j! j ¤ 0 ; (1)

(i. e., there are no resonances up to order N C 1). Then
there exists, near 0 2 Rn, an analytic change of coordinates
˚ : Rn ! Rn, with ˚(0) D 0, such that ˚?X, up to terms
of order N has the following form. In suitable generalized
cylindrical coordinates ('1; : : : ; 'm ; r21; : : : ; r

2
m ; zn�2mC1;

: : : ; zn) it is given by

'̇ j D f j(r21; : : : ; r
2
m ; zn�2mC1; � � � ; zn)

ṙ j D r j g j(r21; : : : ; r
2
m ; zn�2mC1; � � � ; zn)

ż` D h`(r21; : : : ; r
2
m ; zn�2mC1; � � � ; zn) ;

where f j(0) D ! j and h`(0) D 0 for 1 � j � m; n� 2mC
1 � ` � n.

Proofs can be found, e. g., in [16,84,85,87]. In fact, if one
introduces a suitable complexification, it runs along the
same lines as the above remark. For the fact that finitely
many non-resonance conditions are needed in order to
normalize up to finite order, also compare a remark fol-
lowing Theorem 2.

Since the truncated system of ṙ j- and ż`-equations is
independent of the angles ' j, this can be studied sepa-
rately. A similar remark holds for the earlier examples of
this section. As indicated in the introduction, this kind
of ‘reduction by symmetry’ to lower dimension can be of
great importance when studying the dynamics of X : as it
enables us to consider X, viz. ˚?X, as an N-flat perturba-
tion of the normalized part, which is largely determined
by this lower dimensional reduction. For more details see
below.

On the Choices of the Complementary Space
and of the Normalizing Transformation

In the previous subsection we only provided a general
(symmetric) format of the normalized part. In concrete ex-
amples one has to domore. Indeed, given the original Tay-
lor series, one has to compute the coefficients in the nor-
malized expansion. This means that many choices have to
be made explicit.

To begin with there is the choice of the spaces Gm,
which define the notion of ‘simple’. We have seen already
that this choice is not unique.

Moreover observe that, even if the choice of Gm has
been fixed, still P usually is not uniquely determined. In
the semisimple case, for example, P is only determined
modulo the kernel Gm D ker admA.

Remark To fix thoughts, consider the former of the above
examples, onR2, where the normalized truncation has the
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rotationally symmetric form

'̇ D f (r2)

ṙ D rg(r2) :

Here g(r2) D cr2 C O(jrj4). The coefficient c dynamically
is important, just think of the case where the system is
part of a family that goes through Hopf-bifurcation. The
computation of (the sign of) c in a concrete model can
be quite involved, as it appears from, e. g., Marsden and
McCracken [56]. Machine-assisted methods largely have
taken over this kind of work.

One general way to choose Gm is the following, compare
with e. g., Sect. 7.6 in [16] and Sect. 2.3 in [87], :

Gm :D ker(admAT) :

Here AT is the transpose of A, defined by the relation
hATx; yi D hx;Ayi, where h:; :i is an inner product onRn .
A suitable choice for an inner product onHm(Rn) then di-
rectly gives that

Gm ˚ im(admA) D Hm(Rn) ;

as required. Also here the normal form can be interpreted
in terms of symmetry, namely with respect to the group
generated by AT. In the semisimple case, this choice leads
to exactly the same symmetry considerations as before.

The above algorithms do not provide methods for
computing the normal form yet, i. e., for actually solving
the homological equation. In practice, this is an additional
computation. Regarding the corresponding algorithms we
give a few more references for further reading, also refer-
ring to their bibliographies. General work in this direction
is Bruno [35,36], Sect. 7.6 in Dumortier et al. [16], Tak-
ens [84] or Vanderbauwhede [87], Part 2. In the latter ref-
erence also a brief description is given of the sl(2;R)-the-
ory of Sanders and Cushman [39], which is a powerful
tool in the case where the matrix A is nilpotent [84]. For
a thorough discussion on some of these methods we re-
fer to Murdock [60]. Later on we shall come back to these
aspects.

Preservation of Structure

It goes without saying that Normal Form Theory is of
great interest in special cases where a given structure has
to preserved. Here one may think of a symplectic or a vol-
ume form that has to be respected. Also a given symmetry
group can have this rôle, e. g., think of an involution re-
lated to reversibility. Another, similar, problem is the de-
pendence of external parameters in the system.

A natural language for preservation of such structures
is that of Lie-subalgebra’s of general Lie-algebra of vector
fields, and the corresponding Lie-subgroup of the general
Lie-group of diffeomorphisms.

The Lie-Algebra Proof

Fortunately the setting of Theorem 6 is almost completely
in terms of Lie-brackets. Let us briefly reconsider its proof.

Given is a C1 vector field X(x) D Ax C f (x); x 2 Rn ,
where A is linear and where f (0) D 0;D0 f D 0. We recall
that in the inductive procedure a transformation

h D IdC P ;

with P a homogeneous polynomial of degreem D 2; 3; : : :,
is found, putting the homogeneousmth degree part of the
Taylor series of X into the ‘good’ space Gm.

Now, nothing changes in this proof if instead of
h D IdC P, we take h D P1, the flow over time 1 of the
vector field P : indeed, the effect of this change is not felt
until the order 2m � 1. Here we use the following formula
for Xt :D (Pt)?X :

[Xt; P] D admA(P)C O(jyjmC1)

and
@Xt

@t
D [Xt ; P];

compare with Sect. “Preliminaries from Differential Ge-
ometry”. In fact, exactly this choice h D P1 was taken by
Roussarie [74], also see the proof of Takens [84]. Notice
that ˚ D hN ı hN�1 ı � � � ı h3 ı h2. Moreover notice that
if the vector field P is in a given Lie-algebra of vector fields,
its time 1 map P1 is in the corresponding Lie-group. In
particular, if P is Hamiltonian, Pt is canonical or symplec-
tic, and so on.

For the validity of this set-up for a more general Lie-
subalgebra of the Lie-algebra of all C1 vector fields, one
has to study how far the grading
1Y

mD1

Hm(Rn)

of the formal power series, as well as the splittings

Bm ˚ Gm D Hm(Rn) ;

are compatible with the Lie-algebra at hand. This issue
was addressed by Broer [7,8] axiomatically, in terms of
graded and filtered Lie-algebra’s. Moreover, the methods
concerning the choice of Gm briefly mentioned at the end
of the previous section, all carry over to amore general Lie-
algebra set-up. As a consequence there exists a version of
Theorem 6 in this setting. Instead of pursuing this further,
we discuss its implications in a few relevant settings.
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The Volume Preserving and Symplectic Case On Rn ,
resp. R2n , we consider a volume form or a symplectic
form, both denoted by � . We assume, that

� D dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn; resp. � D

nX

jD1

dx j ^ dx jCn :

In both cases, let X
 denote the Lie-algebra of �-preserv-
ing vector fields, i. e., vector fields X such that LX� D 0.
Here L again denotes the Lie-derivative, see Sect. “The
Normal Form Procedure”.

Indeed, one defines

LX�(x) D
d
dt

ˇ̌
ˇ
ˇ
tD0

(Xt)��(x)

D lim
t!0

1
t
f(Xt)��(x) � �(x)g :

Properties, similar to Proposition 5, hold here. Since in
both cases � is a closed form, one shows by ‘the magic for-
mula’ [81] that

LX�(x) D d(�X�)C �X d�
D d(�X�) :

Here �X� denotes the flux-operator defined by �X�(Y) D
�(X;Y). In the volume-preserving case the latter expres-
sion denotes div(X)� and we see that preservation of � ex-
actly means that div(X) D 0: the divergence of X vanishes.
In the Hamiltonian case we conclude that the 1-form �X�

is closed and hence (locally) of the form dH, for a Hamil-
ton function H. In both cases, the fact that for a transfor-
mation h the fact that h�� D � implies that with X also
h�X is �-preserving. Moreover, for a �-preserving vector
field P and h D P1 one can show that indeed h�� D � .

One other observation is, that by the homogeneity of
the above expressions for � , the homogeneous parts of the
Taylor series of �-preserving vector fields are again �-pre-
serving. This exactly means that

Hm(R(2)n) \X
 ;

m D 1; 2; : : :, grades the formal power series correspond-
ing toX
 . Here, notice that

H1(R(2)n) \X
 D sl(n;R); resp. sp(2n;R) ;

the special- resp. the symplectic linear algebra.
In summary we conclude that both the symplectic and

the volume preserving setting are covered by the axiomatic
approach of [7,8] and that an appropriate version of The-
orem 6 holds here. Below we shall illustrate this with a few
examples.

External Parameters A C1 family X D X�(x) of vec-
tor fields on Rn , with a multi-parameter  2 Rp , can be
regarded as one C1 vector field on the product space
Rn �Rp . Such a vector field is vertical, in the sense that
it has no components in the -direction. In other words,
if � : Rn �Rp ! Rp is the natural projection on the sec-
ond component, X is tangent to the fibers of � . It is easily
seen that this property defines a Lie-subalgebra of the Lie-
algebra of all C1 vector fields on Rn �Rp . Again, by the
linearity of this projection, the gradings and splittings are
compatible. The normal form transformations ˚ preserve
the parameter , i. e., ˚ ı � D ˚ .

When studying a bifurcation problem, we of-
ten consider systems X D X�(x) locally defined near
(x; ) D (0; 0), considering series expansions both in x
and in . Then, in the Nth order normalization ˚?X, the
normalized part consists of a polynomial in y and , while
the remainder term is of the form O(jyjNC1 C jjNC1).

As in the previous case, we shall not formulate the
present analogue of Theorem 6 for this case, but illustrate
its meaning in examples.

The Reversible Case In the reversible case a linear in-
volution R is given, while for the vector fields we require
R?X D �X. Let XR denote the class of all such reversible
vector fields. Also, let C denote the class of all X such
that R?X D X. Then, both XR and C are linear spaces
of vector fields. Moreover, C is a Lie-subalgebra. Associ-
ated to C is the group of diffeomorphisms that commute
with R, i. e., the R-equivariant transformations. Also it is
easy to see that for each of these diffeomorphisms ˚ one
has ˚?(XR ) � XR . The above approach applies to this
situation in a straightforward manner. The gradings and
splittings fit, while we have to choose the infinitesimal gen-
erator P from the set C. For details compare with [29].

Remark In the case with parameters, it sometimes is pos-
sible to obtain an alternative normal form where the nor-
malized part is polynomial in y alone, with coefficients
that depend smoothly on . A necessary condition for this
is that the origin y D 0 is an equilibrium for all values
of  in some neighborhood of 0. To be precise, at the Nth
order we van achieve smooth dependence of the coeffi-
cients on  for  2 �N , where �N is a neighborhood of
 D 0, that may shrink to f0g as N !1. So, for N !1
only the formal aspect remains, as is the case in the above
approach. This alternative normal form can be obtained
by a proper use of the Implicit Function Theorem in the
spaces Hm(Rn); for details e. g., see Section 2.2 in Vander-
bauwhede [87]. For another discussion on this topic, cf.
Section 7.6.2 in Dumortier et al. [16].
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In Sect. “The Normal Form Procedure” the role of sym-
metry was considered regarding the semisimple part of the
matrix A. A question is how this discussion generalizes to
Lie-subalgebra’s of vector fields.

Example (Volume preserving, parameter dependent axial
symmetry [7,8]) On R3 consider a 1-parameter fam-
ily X� of vector fields, preserving the standard volume
� D dx1 ^ dx2 ^ dx3. Assume that X0(0) D 0 while the
spectrum of D0X0 consists of the eigenvalues ˙i and 0.
For the moment regarding  as an extra state space coor-
dinate, we obtain a vertical vector field onR4 and we apply
a combination of the above considerations. The ‘generic’
Jordan normal form then is

AD

0

BB
@

0 �1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

1

CC
A ; (2)

with an obvious splitting in semisimple and nilpotent part.
The considerations of Sect. “The Normal Form Procedure”
then directly apply to this situation. For any N this yields
a transformation ˚ : R4 ! R4, with ˚(0) D 0, preserv-
ing both the projection to the 1-dimensional parameter
space and the volume of the 3-dimensional phase space,
such that the normalized, Nth order part of ˚?X(y; ), in
cylindrical coordinates y1 D r cos'; y2 D r sin'; y3 D z,
has the rotationally symmetric form

'̇ D f (r2; z; )

ṙ D rg(r2; z; )

ż D h(r2; z; ) ;

again, for suitable polynomials f ; g and h. Note, that in
cylindrical coordinates the volume has the form � D rdr^
d' ^ dz. Again the functions f , g and h have to fit with the
linear part. In particular we find that h(r2; z; ) D CazC
� � � , observing that for  ¤ 0 the origin is no equilibrium
point.

Remark If AD As C An is the canonical splitting of A
in H1(Rn) D gl(n;R), then automatically both As and An
are in the subalgebra under consideration. In the volume
preserving setting this can be seen directly. In general the
same holds true as soon as the corresponding linear Lie-
group is algebraic, see [7,8] and the references given there.

The Hamiltonian Case

The Normal Form Theory in the Hamiltonian case goes
back at least to Poincaré [69] and Birkhoff [5]. Other ref-
erences are, for instance, Gustavson [47], Arnold [1,2,3],

Sanders, Verhulst and Murdock [75], Van der Meer [88],
Broer, Chow and Kim [17]. In Sect. “Preservation of Struc-
ture” we already saw that the axiomatic Lie algebra ap-
proach of [7,8] applies here, especially since the symplectic
group SP(2n;R) is algebraic. The canonical form here usu-
ally goes with the name Williamson, compare Galin [44],
Koçak [54] and Hoveijn [49]. We discuss how the Lie al-
gebra approach compares to the literature.

The Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields can be as-
sociated to the Poisson-algebra of Hamilton functions as
follows, even in an arbitrary symplectic setting. As before,
the symplectic form is denoted by � . We recall, that for
any Hamiltonian H the corresponding Hamiltonian vec-
tor field XH is given by dH D �(XH ; :), Now, let H and K
be Hamilton functions with corresponding vector fields
XH resp. XK . Then

XfH;Kg D [XH ; XK] ;

implying that the mapH 7! XH is a morphism of Lie alge-
bra’s. By definition this map is surjective, while its kernel
consists of the (locally) constant functions.

This implies, that the normal form procedure can be
completely rephrased in terms of the Poisson-bracket. We
shall now demonstrate this by an example, similar to the
previous one.

Example (Symplectic parameter dependent rotational sym-
metry [17]) ConsiderR4 with coordinates (x1; y1; x2; y2)
and the standard symplectic form � D dx1 ^ dy1 C
dx2 ^ dy2, considering a C1 family of Hamiltonian func-
tions H�, where  2 R is a parameter. The fact that
dH D �(XH ; :) in coordinates means

ẋ j D
@

H
@y j ; ẏ j D �

@

H
@x j ;

for j D 1; 2. We assume that for  D 0 the origin of R4 is
a singularity. Thenwe expand as a Taylor series in (x; y; )

H�(x; y) D H2(x; y; )C H3(x; y; )C : : : ;

where the Hm is homogeneous of degree m in (x; y; ).
It follows for the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields
that

XHm 2 Hm�1(R4) ;

in particular XH2 2 sp(4;R) � H1(R4). Let us assume
that this linear part XH2 at (x; y; ) D (0; 0; 0) has eigen-
values ˙i and a double eigenvalue 0. One ‘generic’
Willamson’s normal form then is

AD

0

BB
@

0 1 0 0
�1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

1

CC
A ; (3)
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compare with (2), corresponding to the quadratic Hamil-
ton function

H2(x; y; ) D I C
1
2
y22 ;

where I :D 1
2 (x1

2 C y12). It is straightforward to give the
generic matrix for the linear part in the extended state
space R5, see above, so we will leave this to the reader.

The semisimple part As D XI now can be used to
obtain a rotationally symmetric normal form, as before.
In fact, for any N 2 N there exists a canonical transfor-
mation ˚(x; y; ), which keeps the parameter fixed, and
a polynomial F(I; x2; y2; ), such that

(H ı ˚�1)(x; y; ) D F(I; x2; y2; )

C O(I C x22 C y22 C 
2)(NC1)/2:

Instead of using the adjoint action adA on the spaces
Hm�1(R5), we also may use the adjoint action

adH2 : f 7! fH2; f g ;

where f is a polynomial function of degree m in
(x1; y1; x2; y2; ). In the vector field language, we choose
the ‘good’ spaceGm�1 � ker adm�1As , which, in the func-
tion language, translates to a ‘good’ subset of ker adI.

Whatsoever, the normalized part of the Hamilton
function H ı ˚�1, viz. the vector field ˚?XH D XHı˚�1 ,
is rotationally symmetric. The fact that the Hamilton func-
tion F Poisson-commutes with I exactly amounts to in-
variance under the action generated by the vector field XI ,
in turn implying that I is an integral of XF . Indeed, if we
define a 2�-periodic variable ' as follows:

x1 D
p
2I sin '; y1 D

p
2I cos ' ;

then � D dI ^ d' C dx2 ^ dy2, implying that the nor-
malized vector field XF has the canonical form

İ D 0; '̇ D �
@F
@I
;

ẋ2 D
@F
@y2

; ẏ2 D �
@F
@x2

:

Notice that ' is a cyclic variable, making the fact that I is
an integral clearly visible. Also observe that '̇ D �1C � � �.
As before, and as in, e. g., the central force problem, this
enables a reduction to lower dimension. Here, the latter
two equations constitute the reduction to 1 degree of free-
dom: it is a family of planar Hamiltonian vector fields,
parametrized by I and .

Remark

� This example has many variations. First of all it can
be simplified by omitting parameters and even the
zero eigenvalues. The conclusion then is that a planar
Hamilton function with a nondegenerate minimum or
maximum has a formal rotational symmetry, up to
canonical coordinate changes.

� It also can be easily made more complicated, com-
pare with Proposition 7 in Sect. “The Normal Form
Procedure”. Given an equilibrium with purely imag-
inary eigenvalues ˙i!1;˙i!2; : : : ;˙i!m and with
2(n � m) zero eigenvalues. Provided that there are
no resonances up to order N C 1, see (1), also here
we conclude that Hamiltonian truncation at the or-
der N, by canonical transformations can be given the
form

F(I1; : : : ; Im; xmC1; ymC1 : : : ; xn ; yn) ;

where I j :D 1
2 (x j

2 C y j2). As in Proposition 7 this
normal form has a toroidal symmetry. Writing x j Dp
2I j sin' j ; y j D

p
2I j cos' j , we obtain the canonical

system of equations

İ j D 0; '̇ j D �
@F
@I j

;

ẋ` D
@F
@yl

; ẏ` D �
@F
@xl

;

1 � j � m; mC 1 � l � n. Note that '̇ j D �! j C

� � � . In the case m D n we deal with an elliptic equi-
librium. The corresponding result usually is named the
Birkhoff normal form [1,5,47], � Dynamics of Hamil-
tonian Systems. Then, the variables (I j; ' j); 1 � j �
m, are a set of action-angle variables for the truncated
part of order N, [1].

� Returning to algorithmic issues, in addition to Sub-
sect. “On the Choices of the Complementary Space
and of the Normalizing Transformation”, we give a few
further references in cases where a structure is being
preserved: Broer [7], Deprit [40,41], Meyer [57] and
Ferrer, Hanßmann, Palacián and Yanguas [43]. It is
to be noted that this kind of Hamiltonian result also
can be obtained, where the coordinate changes are
constructed using generating functions, compare with,
e. g., [1,3,77], see also the discussion in Broer, Hov-
eijn, Lunter and Vegter [20] and in particular Section
4.4.2 in [23]. For another, computationally very ef-
fective normal form algorithm, see Giorgilli and Gal-
gani [45]. Also compare with references therein.
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Semi-local Normalization

This section roughly consists of two parts. To begin with,
a number of subsections are devoted to related formal nor-
mal form results, near fixed points of diffeomorphisms and
near periodic solutions and invariant tori of vector fields.

ADiffeomorphism Near a Fixed Point

We start by formulating a result by Takens:

Theorem 8 (Takens normal form [83]) Let T : Rn !

Rn be a C1 diffeomorphism with T(0) D 0 and with
a canonical decomposition of the derivative D0T D S C N
in semisimple resp. nilpotent part. Also, let N 2 N be given,
then there exists diffeomorphism ˚ and a vector field X,
both of class C1, such that S?X D X and

˚�1 ı T ı ˚ D S ı X1 C O(jyjNC1) :

Here, as before, X1 denotes the flow over time 1 of the
vector field X. Observe that the vector field X necessar-
ily has the origin as an equilibrium point. Moreover, since
S?X D X, the vector fieldX is invariant with respect to the
group generated by S.

The proof is a bit more involved than Theorem 6
in Sect. “The Normal Form Procedure”, but it has the same
spirit, also compare with [37]. In fact, the Taylor series of T
is modified step-by-step, using coordinate changes gener-
ated by homogeneous vector fields of the proper degree.

After a reduction to center manifolds the spectrum
of S is on the complex unit circle and Theorem 8 espe-
cially is of interest in cases where this spectrum consists
of roots of unity, i. e., in the case of resonance. Compare
with [32,37,83].

Again, the result is completely phrased in terms of
Lie algebra’s and groups and therefore bears generaliza-
tion to many contexts with a preserved structure, com-
pare Sect. “Preservation of Structure”. The normalizing
transformations of the induction process then are gener-
ated from the corresponding Lie algebra. For a symplectic
analogue see Moser [59]. Also, both in Broer, Chow and
Kim [17] and in Broer and Vegter [14], symplectic cases
with parameters are discussed, where S D Id, the Identity
Map, resp. S D �Id, the latter involving a period-doubling
bifurcation.

Remark Let us consider a symplectic map T of the plane,
which means that T preserves both area and orientation.
Assume that T is fixing the origin, while the eigenvalues
of S D D0T are on the unit circle, without being roots of
unity. Then S generates the rotation group SO(2;R), so
the vector field X, which has divergence zero, in this case

is rotationally symmetric. Again this result often goes with
the name of Birkhoff.

Near a Periodic Solution

The Normal Form Theory at a periodic solution or closed
orbit has a lot of resemblance to the local theory we met
before.

To fix thoughts, let us consider a C1 vector field of the
form

ẋ D f (x; y)
ẏ D g(x; y) ;

(4)

with (x; y) 2 T 1 �Rn . Here T 1 D R/(2�Z). Assuming
y D 0 to be a closed orbit, we consider the formal Tay-
lor series with respect to y, with x-periodic coefficients. By
Floquet Theory, we can assume that the coordinates (x; y)
are such that

f (x; y) D ! C O(jyj); g(x; y) D ˝ y C O(jyj2) ;

where ! 2 R is the frequency of the closed orbit and
˝ 2 gl(n;R) its Floquet matrix. Again, the idea is to ‘sim-
plify’ this series further. To this purpose we introduce
a grading as before, letting Hm D Hm(T 1 �Rn) be the
space of vector fields

Y(x; y) D L(x; y)
@

@x
C

nX

jD1

Mj(x; y)
@

@y j
;

with L(x; y) and M(x; y) homogeneous in y of degree
m � 1 resp. m. Notice, that this space Hm is infinite-di-
mensional. However, this is not at all problematic for the
things we are doing here. By this definition, we have that

A :D !
@

@x
C˝ y

@

@y

is a member of H1 and with this normally linear part we
can define an adjoint representation adA as before, to-
gether with linear maps

admA : Hm ! Hm :

Again we assume to have a decomposition

Gm ˚ Im(admA) D Hm ;

where the aim is to transform the terms of the series suc-
cessively into the Gm, for m D 2; 3; 4; : : :.

The story now runs as before. In fact, the proof of The-
orem 6 in Sect. “The Normal Form Procedure”, as well as
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its Lie algebra versions indicated in Sect. “Preservation of
Structure”, can be repeated almost verbatim for this case.
Moreover, if ˝ D ˝s C˝n is the canonical splitting in
semisimple and nilpotent part, then

!
@

@x
C˝s y

@

@
y

gives the semisimple part of admA, as can be checked
by a direct computation. From this computation one
also deduces the non-resonance conditions needed for
the present torus-symmetric analogue of Proposition 7
in Sect. “The Normal Form Procedure”.

There are different cases with resonance either be-
tween the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of˝ (normal
resonance) or between the latter and the frequency! (nor-
mal-internal resonance). All of this extends to the various
settings with preservation of structure as discussed before.
In all cases direct analogues of the Theorems 6 and 8 are
valid. General references in this direction are Arnold [2,3],
Bruno [35,36], Chow, Li and Wang [37], Iooss [50], Mur-
dock [60] or Sanders, Verhulst and Murdock [75].

Remark

� This approach also is important for non-autonomous
systems with periodic time dependence. Here the nor-
malization procedure includes averaging. As a special
case of the above form, we obtain a system

ẋ D !
ẏ D g(x; y) ;

so where x 2 T 1 is proportional to the time. Apart
from the general references given above, we also refer
to, e. g., Broer and Vegter [14] and to Broer, Roussarie
and Simó [9,19]. The latter two applications also con-
tain parameters and deal with bifurcations. Also com-
pare with Verhulst � Perturbation Analysis of Para-
metric Resonance.

� A geometric tool that can be successfully applied in
various resonant cases is a covering space, obtained by
a Van der Pol transformation (or by passing to co-
rotating coordinates). This involves equivariance with
respect to the corresponding deck group. This setting
(with or without preservation of structure) is com-
pletely covered by the general Lie algebra approach as
described above.
For the Poincaré map this deck group symmetry di-
rectly yields the normal form symmetry of Theorem 8.
For applications in various settings, with or without
preservation of structure, see [14,24,32]. This normal-
ization technique is effective for studying bifurcation of

subharmonic solutions. In the case of period doubling
the covering space is just a double cover. In many cases
Singularity Theory turns out to be useful.

Near a Quasi-periodic Torus

The approach of the previous subsection also applies at
an invariant torus, provided that certain requirements are
met. Here we refer to Braaksma, Broer and Huitema [15],
Broer and Takens [12] and Bruno [35,36].

Let us consider a C1-system

ẋ D f (x; y)
ẏ D g(x; y)

(5)

as before, with (x; y) 2 Tm �Rn . Here Tm D Rm/
(2�Z)m . We assume that f (x; y) D !CO(jyj), which im-
plies that y D 0 is an invariant m-torus, with on it a con-
stant vector field with frequency-vector !. We also as-
sume that g(x; y) D ˝ y C O(jyj2), which is the present
analogue of the Floquet form as known in the peri-
odic case, with ˝ 2 gl(n;R), independent of x. Contrar-
ious to the situations for m D 1 and n D 1, in general
reducibility to Floquet form is not possible. Compare
with [10,15,18,38] and references therein. For a similar ap-
proach of a system that is not reducible to Floquet form,
compare with [22].

Presently we assume this reducibility, expanding in
formal series with respect to the variables y, where the
coefficients are functions on Tm . These coefficients, in
turn, can be expanded in Fourier series. The aim then
is, to ‘simplify’ this combined series by successive coor-
dinate changes, following the above procedure. As a sec-
ond requirement it then is needed that certain Diophan-
tine conditions are satisfied on the pair (!;˝). Below we
give more details on this. Instead of giving general re-
sults we again refer to [12,15,26,29,35,36].Moreover, to fix
thoughts, we present a simple example with a parameter.
Here again a direct link with averaging holds.

Example (Toroidal symmetry with small divisors [38])
Given is a family of vector fields ẋ D X(x; ) with
(x; ) 2 Tm �R. We assume that X D X(x; ) has the
form

X(x; ) D ! C f (x; ) ;

with f (x; 0) � 0. It is assumed that the frequency vec-
tor ! D (!1; !2; : : : ; !n) has components that satisfy the
Diophantine non-resonance condition

jh!; kij � � jkj�� ; (6)
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for all k 2 Z n f0g. Here � > 0 and � > n � 1 are pre-
scribed constants.We note that � > n � 1 implies that this
condition inRn D f!g excludes a set of Lebesguemeasure
O(� ) as � # 0, compare with [38]. It follows, that by suc-
cessive transformations of the form

h : (x; ) 7! (x C P(x; ); )

the x-dependence of X can be pushed away to ever higher
order in , leading to a formal normal form

�̇ D ! C g() ;

with g(0) D 0. Observe that in this case ‘simple’
means x- (or �-) independent. Therefore, in a proper for-
malism, x-independent systems constitute the spaces Gm.
Indeed, in the induction process we get

X(x; ) D ! C g2()C � � � C gN�1()

C fN(x; )C O(jjNC1) ;

compare the proof of Theorem 6 in Sect. “The Nor-
mal Form Procedure”. Writing � D x C P(x; ), with
P(x; ) D P̃(x; )N , we substitute

�̇ D (IdC D�P)ẋ
D! C g2()C � � � C gN�1()

C fN(x; )C DxP(x; )! C O(jjNC1) ;

Where we express the right-hand side in x. So we have to
satisfy an equation

DxP(x; )! C fN(x; ) � cNmodO(jjNC1) ;

for a suitable constant c. Writing fN(x; ) D f̃N (x; )N ,
this amounts to

Dx P̃(x; )! D � f̃N (x; )C c ;

which is the present form of the homological equation. If

f̃N(x; ) D
X

k2Zn

ak()eihx;ki ;

then c D a0, i. e., them-torus average

a0() D
1

(2�)m

Z

Tm
f̃N(x:)dx :

Moreover,

P̃(x; ) D
X

k¤0

ak()
ih!; ki

eihx;ki :

This procedure formally only makes sense if the frequen-
cies (!1; !2; : : : ; !m) have no resonances, which means
that for k ¤ 0 also h!; ki ¤ 0. In other words this means
that the components of the frequency vector ! are ra-
tionally independent. Even then, the denominator ih!; ki
can become arbitrarily small, so casting doubt on the
convergence. This problem of small divisors is resolved
by the Diophantine conditions (6). For further reference,
e. g., see [2,10,15,18,38]: for real analytic X, by the Paley–
Wiener estimate on the exponential decay of the Fourier
coefficients, the solution P again is real analytic. Also in
the C1-case the situation is rather simple, since then the
coefficients in both cases decay faster than any polynomial.

Remark

� The discussion at the end of Subsect. “Near a Periodic
Solution” concerning normalization at a periodic solu-
tion, largely extends to the present case of a quasi-peri-
odic torus. Assuming reducibility to Floquet form, we
now have a normally linear part

!
@

@x
C˝ y

@

@y
;

with a frequency vector ! 2 Rn . As before
˝ 2 gl(m;R). For the corresponding KAM Perturba-
tion Theory the Diophantine conditions (6) on the fre-
quencies are extended by including the normal fre-
quencies, i. e., the imaginary parts !N

1 ; : : : ; !
N
s of the

eigenvalues of ˝ . To be precise, for � > 0 and � >

n � 1, above the conditions (6), these extra Melnikov
conditions are given by

jh!; ki C !N
j j � � jkj

��

jh!; ki C 2!N
j j � � jkj

��

jh!; ki C !N
j C !

N
` j � � jkj

�� ;

(7)

for all k 2 Zn n f0g and for j; ` D 1; 2; : : : ; s with
` ¤ j. See below for the description of an application
to KAM Theory (and more references) in the Hamilto-
nian case.

� In this setting normal resonances can occur between
the !N

j and normal-internal resonances between the
!N

j and !. Certain strong normal-internal resonances
occur when one of the left-hand sides of (7) van-
ishes. For an example see below. Apart from these now
also internal resonances between the components of !
come into play. The latter generally lead to destruction
of the invariant torus.

� As in the periodic case also here covering spaces
turn out to be useful for studying various resonant
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bifurcation scenarios often involving applications of
both Singularity Theory and KAM Theory. Compare
with [15,25,31,33].

Non-formal Aspects

Up to this moment (almost) all considerations have been
formal, i. e., in terms of formal power series. In general, the
Taylor series of a C1-function, say, Rn ! R will be di-
vergent. On the other hand, any formal power series in n
variables occurs as the Taylor series of some C1-func-
tion. This is the content of a theorem by É. Borel, cf.
Narasimhan [61].

We briefly discuss a few aspects regarding convergence
or divergence of the normalizing transformation or of the
normalized series.We recall that the growth rate of the for-
mal series, including the convergent case, is described by
the Gevrey index, compare with, e. g., [4,55,72,73].

Normal Form Symmetry and Genericity

For the moment we assume that all systems are of class
C1. As we have seen, if the normalization procedure is
carried out to some finite order N, the transformation ˚
is a real analytic map. If we take the limit for N !1, we
only get formal power series ˆ̊ , but, by the Borel Theorem,
a ‘real’ C1-map ˚ exists with ˆ̊ as its Taylor series.

Let us discuss the consequences of this, say, in the case
of Proposition 7 in Sect. “The Normal Form Procedure”.
Assuming that there are no resonances at all between the
! j, as a corollary, we find a C1-map y D ˚(x) and a C1

vector field p D p(y), such that:

� The vector field ˚?X � p, in corresponding gen-
eralized cylindrical coordinates has the symmetric
C1-form

'̇ j D f j(r21; : : : ; r
2
m ; zn�2mC1; : : : ; zn)

ṙ j D r j g j(r21; : : : ; r
2
m ; zn�2mC1; : : : ; zn)

ż` D h`(r21; : : : ; r
2
m ; zn�2mC1; : : : ; zn) ;

where f j(0) D ! j and h`(0) D 0 for 1 � j � m; n �
2mC 1 � ` � n.

� The Taylor series of p identically vanishes at y D 0.

Note, that an1-ly flat term p can have component func-
tions like e�1/y

2
1 . We see, that the m-torus symmetry only

holds up to such flat terms. Therefore, this symmetry, if
present at all, also can be destroyed again by a generic flat
‘perturbation’. We refer to Broer and Takens [12], and ref-
erences therein, for further consequences of this idea. The

main point is, that by a Kupka–Smale argument, which
generically forbids so much symmetry, compare with [67].

Remark The Borel Theorem also can be used in the re-
versible, the Hamiltonian and the volume preserving set-
ting. In the latter two cases we exploit the fact that a struc-
ture preserving vector field is generated by a function, resp.
an (n � 2)-form. Similarly the structure preserving trans-
formations have such a generator. On these generators we
then apply the Borel Theorem. Many Lie algebra’s of vec-
tor fields have this ‘Borel Property’, saying that a formal
power series of a transformation can be represented by
a C1 map in the same structure preserving setting.

On Convergence

The above topological ideas also can be pursued in many
real analytic cases, where they imply a generic divergence
of the normalizing transformation. For an example in the
case of the Hamiltonian Birkhof normal form [5,47,77]
compare with Broer and Tangerman [13] and its refer-
ences. As an example we now deal with the linearization
of a holomorphic germ in the spirit of Sect. “The Normal
Form Procedure”.

Example (Holomorphic linearization [34,58,92]) A holo-
morphic case concerns the linearization of a local holo-
morphic map F : (C; 0)! (C; 0) of the form F(z) D zC
f (z) with f (0) D f 0(0) D 0. The question is whether there
exists a local biholomorphic transformation ˚ : (C; 0) !
(C; 0) such that

˚ ı F D  � ˚ :

We say that ˚ linearizes F near its fixed point 0. A for-
mal solution as in Sect. “The Normal Form Procedure”
generally exists for all  2 C n f0g, not equal to a root
of unity. The elliptic case concerns  on the complex
unit circle, so of the form  D e2	 i˛ , where ˛ … Q, and
where the approximability of ˛ by rationals is of impor-
tance, cf. Siegel [76] and Bruno [34]. Siegel introduced
a sufficient Diophantine condition related to (6), which
by Bruno was replaced by a sufficient condition on the
continued fraction approximation of ˛. Later Yoccoz [92]
proved that the latter condition is both necessary and suf-
ficient. For a description and further comments also com-
pare with [2,10,42,58].

Remark

� In certain real analytic cases Neı̆shtadt [63], by trun-
cating the (divergent) normal form series appropri-
ately, obtains a remainder that is exponentially small
in the perturbation parameter. Also compare with,
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e. g., [2,3,4,78]. For an application in the context of the
Bogdanov–Takens bifurcations for diffeomorphisms,
see [9,19]. It follows that chaotic dynamics is confined
to exponentially narrow horns in the parameter space.

� The growth of the Taylor coefficients of the usually
divergent series of the normal form and of the nor-
malizing transformation can be described using Gevrey
symptotics [4,55,70,71,72,73]. Apart from its theoreti-
cal interest, this kind of approach is extremely useful
for computational issues also compare with [4,46,78,
79,80].

Applications

We present two main areas of application of the Normal
Form Theory in Perturbation Theory. The former of these
deals with more globally qualitative aspects of the dynam-
ics given by normal form approximations. The latter class
of applications concerns the Averaging Theorem, where
the issue is that solutions remain close to approximating
solutions given by a normal form truncation.

‘Cantorized’ Singularity Theory

We return to the discussion of the motivation in Sect.
“Motivation”, where there is a toroidal normal form sym-
metry up to a finite or infinite order. To begin with let us
consider the quasi-periodic Hopf bifurcation [6,15], which
is the analogue of the Hopf bifurcation for equilibria and
the Hopf–Neı̆mark–Sacker bifurcation for periodic solu-
tions, in the case of quasi-periodic tori. For a descrip-
tion comparing the differences between all these cases we
refer to [38]. For a description of the resonant dynam-
ics in the resonant gaps see [30] and references therein.
Apart from this, a lot of related work has been done in
the Hamiltonian and reversible context as well, compare
with [25,26,29,48].

To be more definite, we consider families of systems
defined on Tm �Rm �R2p D fx; y; zg, endowed with
the symplectic form � D

Pm
jD1 dx j ^ dy j C dz2. We start

with ‘integrable’, i. e., x-independent, families of systems
of the form

ẋ D f (y; z;)
ẏ D g(y; z;)
ż D h(y; z;) ;

(8)

compare with (5), to be considered near an invari-
ant m-torus Tm � fy0g � fz0g, meaning that we assume
g(y0; z0) D 0 D h(y0; z0). The general interest is with
the persistence of such a torus under nearly integrable
perturbations of (8), where we include  as a multipa-

rameter. This problem belongs to the Parametrized KAM
Theory [10,15,18] of which we sketch some background
now. For y near y0 and  near 0 consider ˝(; y) D
Dzh(y; z0;), noting that ˝(; y) 2 sp(2p;R). Also con-
sider the corresponding normal linear part

!(; y)
@

@x
C˝(; y)z

@

@z
:

As a first case assume that the matrix ˝(0; y0) has only
simple non-zero eigenvalues. Then a full neighborhood
of ˝(0; y0) in sp(2p;R) is completely parametrized by
the eigenvalues of the matrices, where – in this symplec-
tic case – we have to refrain from ‘counting double’. We
roughly quote a KAM Theorem as this is known in the
present circumstances [15]. As a nondegeneracy condition
assume that the product map

(; y) 7! (!(; y);˝(; y))

is a submersion near (; y) D (0; y0). Also assume all
Diophantine conditions (6), (7) to hold. Then the
parametrized system (8) is quasi-periodically stable, which
implies persistence of the corresponding Diophantine tori
near Tm � fy0g � fz0g under nearly integrable perturba-
tions.

Remark

� A key concept in the KAM Theory is that of Whit-
ney smoothness of foliations of tori over nowhere dense
‘Cantor’ sets. In real analytic cases even Gevrey reg-
ularity holds, and similarly when the original setting
is Gevrey; compare with [71,90]. For general reference
see [10,15,18] and references therein.

� The gaps in the ‘Cantor sets’ are centered around the
various resonances. Their union forms an open and
dense set of small measure, where perturbation series
diverge due to small divisors. In each gap the consider-
ations mentioned at the end of Subsects. “Near a Peri-
odic Solution” and “Near a Quasi-Periodic Torus” ap-
ply. In [25,31,33,38] the differences between period and
the quasi-periodic cases are highlighted.

Example (Quasi-periodic Hamiltonian Hopf bifurca-
tion [26]) As a second case we take p D 2, considering
the case of normal 1 : �1 resonance where the eigen-
values of ˝(0; y0) are of the form ˙i�0, for a positive
�0. For simplicity we only consider the non-semisimple
Williamson normal form

˝(0; y0) �

0

BB
@

0 ��0 1 0
�0 0 0 1
0 0 0 ��0
0 0 �0 0

1

CC
A ;
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where � denotes symplectic similarity. The present for-
mat of the nondegeneracy condition regarding the product
map (; y) 7! (!(; y);˝(; y) is as before, but now it
is required that the second component (; y) 7! ˝(; y)
is a versal unfolding of the matrix ˝(0; y0) in sp(4;R)
with respect to the adjoint SP(4;R)-action, compare
with [2,26,27,29,44,49,54]. It turns out that a standard nor-
malization along the lines of Sect. “Preservation of Struc-
ture” can be carried out in the z-direction, generically lead-
ing to a Hamiltonian Hopf bifurcation [88], characterized
by its swallowtail geometry [86], which ‘governs’ families
of invariant m-, (mC 1)- and (mC 2)-tori (the latter be-
ing Lagrangean). Here for the complementary spaces, see
Sect. “The Normal Form Procedure”, the sl(2;R)-Theory
is being used [39,60].

As before the question is what happens to this sce-
nario when perturbing the system in a non-integrable
way? In that case we need quasi-periodic Normal Form
Theory, in the spirit of Sect. “Semi-Local Normaliza-
tion”. Observe that by the 1 : �1 resonance, difficul-
ties occur with the third of the three Melnikov condi-
tions (7). In a good set of Floquet coordinates the reso-
nance can be written in the form !N

j C !
N
`
D 0. Never-

theless, another application of Parametrized KAM The-
ory [10,15,18,27] yields that the swallowtail geometry is
largely preserved, when leaving out a dense union of reso-
nance gaps of small measure. Here perturbation series di-
verge due to small divisors.What remains is a ‘Cantorized’
version of the swallowtail [26,27]. For a reversible ana-
logue see [29,31].

Remark

� The example concerns a strong resonance and it fits in
some of the larger gaps of the ‘Cantor’ set described
in the former application of Parametrized KAM The-
ory. Apart from this, the previous remarks largely apply
again. It turns out that in these and many other cases
there is an infinite regression regarding the resonant bi-
furcation diagram.

� The combination of KAM Theory with Normal Form
Theory generally has been very fruitful. In the exam-
ple of Sect. “Applications” it implies that each KAM
torus corresponds to a parameter value 0 that is the
Lebesgue density point of such quasi-periodic tori. In
the real analytic case by application of [63], it can be
shown that the relative measure with non-KAM tori is
exponentially small in  � 0.
Similar results in the real analytic Hamiltonian KAM
Theory (often going by the name of exponential con-
densation) have been obtained by [51,52,53], also com-

pare with [35,36],� Diagrammatic Methods in Classi-
cal Perturbation Theory and with [3,10] and references
therein.

On the Averaging Theorem

Another class of applications of normalizing-averaging
is in the direction of the Averaging Theorem. There is
a wealth of literature in this direction, that is not in the
scope of the present paper, for further reading compare
with [1,2,3,75] and references therein.

Example (A simple averaging theorem [1]) Given is a vec-
tor field

ẋ D !(y)C " f (x; y)
ẏ D "g(x; y)

with (x; y) 2 T 1 �Rn , compare with (4). Roughly follow-
ing the recipe of the normalization process, a suitable near-
identity transformation

(x; y) 7! (x; �)

ofT 1 �Rn yields the following reduction, after truncating
at order O("2):

�̇ D "ḡ(�); where ḡ(�) D
1
2�

Z 2	

0
g(x; �)dx :

We now compare y D y(t) and � D �(t) with coinciding
initial values y(0) D �(0) as t increases. The Averaging
Theorem asserts that if !(�) > 0 is bounded away from
0, it follows that, for a constant c > 0, one has

jy(t)� �(t)j < c"; for all t with 0 � t �
1
"
:

This theory extends to many classes of systems, for in-
stance to Hamiltonian systems or, in various types of
systems, in the immediate vicinity of a quasi-periodic
torus. Further normalizing can produce sharper esti-
mates that are polynomial in ", while in the analytic
case this even extends over exponentially long time in-
tervals, usually known under the name of Nekhorochev
estimates [64,65,66], for a description and further refer-
ences also see [10], � Nekhoroshev Theory. Another di-
rection of generalization concerns passages through res-
onance, which in the example implies that the condition
on !(�) is no longer valid. We here mention [62], for
further references and descriptions referring to [2,3] and
to [75].
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Future Directions

The area of research in Normal Form Theory develops in
several directions, some of which are concerned with com-
putational aspects, including the nilpotent case. Although
for smaller scale projects much can be done with computer
packages, for the large scale computations, e. g., needed in
Celestial Mechanics, single purpose formula manipulators
have to be built. For an overview of such algorithms, com-
pare with [60,78,79,80] and references therein. Here also
Gevrey asymptotics is of importance.

Another direction of development is concerned with
applications in Bifurcation Theory, often in particular Sin-
gularity Theory. In many of these applications, certain co-
efficients in the truncated normal form are of interest and
their computation is of vital importance. For an exam-
ple of this in the Hamiltonian setting see [11], where the
Giorgili–Galgani [45] algorithm was used to obtain cer-
tain coefficients at all arbitrary order in an efficient way.
For other examples in this direction see [28,32].

Related to this is the problem how to combine the nor-
mal form algorithms as related to the present paper, with
the polynomial normal forms of Singularity Theory. The
latter have a universal (i. e., context independent) geom-
etry in the product of state space and parameter space.
A problem of relevance for applications is to pull-back
the Singularity Theory normal form back to the original
system. For early attempts in this direction see [20,23],
which, among other things, involve Gröbner basis tech-
niques.
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